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www.foxint.com

LUGGAGE & BARROWS
Last year saw us launch a brand new, top-end range of luggage under the Voyager banner and over the past 

twelve months this has become incredibly popular. Due to the quality of the range, it carries with it, prices that 

not all anglers can aff ord or justify. We felt it appropriate therefore, to design and launch a new, lower-cost range 

for 2019. Our team of product designers chose to discontinue the long-standing Royale range and replace it 

with the improved R-Series. It’s fair to say that the team have excelled themselves. They’ve not only managed to 

better the Royale luggage, but have achieved, on average, a 20% price reduction across the new range!

In addition to the new R-Series and Voyager luggage, you’ll also fi nd our market-leading Camolite range in 

this section, which continues to grow in popularity year on year. Fans of Camolite will be pleased to see the 

new additions. We also have some great neoprene luggage items in our Fox Camo pattern for you!

This section not only covers luggage, but also showcases our impressive range of barrows. Our product development 

team understand just how important it is to be able to transport tackle to and from your swim with comfort and ease. 

They also appreciate how crucial mobility is and have worked on designs to enable anglers to fi sh ‘off  the barrow’.

LUGGAGE & BARROWS
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R-SERIES 
COMMON 
FEATURES

  Hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 
denier treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty buckles and clips

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  Heavy-duty double zips 

  Reinforced bases where needed

NEW

CAMOLITE™
COMMON 
FEATURES

  100%-treated 500 denier 
polyester material

  Heavy-duty buckles and clips

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  Heavy-duty double zips 

  Reinforced bases where needed

VOYAGER® 
COMMON 
FEATURES

  Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Heavy-duty buckles and clips

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  Heavy-duty double zips 

  Reinforced bases where needed
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R-SERIES LUGGAGE

NEW

R-SERIES 2 ROD SLEEVE

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Will house two rods with reels on

  Designed to accommodate rods with 50mm butt rings 
and bit pit reels

  Ideal for anglers who only use two rods

  Perfect for storing spod and marker rods

  External pocket for landing net storage

  Reversible, padded shoulder strap

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  10ft and 12ft models available

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 40% Polyurethane/ 60% Polyethylene , 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 10ft: 165cm x 26cm x 26cm,
12ft: 192cm x 34cm x 26cm

*RRP

CLU359 2 Rod Sleeve 10ft  £49.99 

CLU360 2 Rod Sleeve 12ft  £54.99 

R-SERIES 12FT TRI-SLEEVE

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Will house three 12ft rods with reels on

  Designed to accommodate rods with 50mm butt rings 
and bit pit reels

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  External pocket for landing net storage

  Reversible, padded shoulder strap

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 40% Polyurethane/ 60% Polyethylene , 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 192cm x 36cm x 30cm

*RRP

CLU361 Tri Sleeve 12ft  £59.99 

R-SERIES ROD HOLDALLS

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Fully padded with large, central divider to fully protect 
your rods

  Designed to accommodate rods with 50mm butt rings 
and bit pit reels

  12ft 3 Rod - will house three 12ft rods with reels on plus 
a further three 12ft rods without reels

  13ft 4 Rod - will house four 13ft rods with reels on plus a 
further four 13ft rods without reels

  Aluminium spine-stiffener

  Velcro rod fasteners are perfectly sized with 
ergonomically-designed rubber tab ends for ease of use 

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Removable, padded shoulder strap

  Two external pockets - one for banksticks, one for storm 
pole and landing net etc

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 70% Polyethylene 30% Polyurethane, 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  12ft 3 Rod dimensions: 196cm x 31cm

  13ft 4 Rod dimensions: 210cm x 39cm

*RRP

CLU362 12ft 3 Rod Holdall  £79.99 

CLU363 13ft 4 Rod Holdall  £89.99 
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2 Rod  Sleeve

3 Rod Holdall

FEATURES

Single Rod Sleeve

Reinforced base on Tri and 2-Rod Sleeves

External pocket for landing net storage

R-SERIES SINGLE SLEEVE 

*RRP

CLU356 Single Sleeve 10ft  £19.99 

CLU357 Single Sleeve 12ft  £23.99 

CLU358 Single Sleeve 13ft  £25.99 

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Available in 10, 12 and 13ft options

  Specially-sculpted profile to accept 50mm butt rings

  Two stiffened EVA grab handles

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Reel-forward design with double zips up the rod spine 
to protect your line

  Top 15 cm of the jacket is not zipped so your rod is held 
in situ when you zip up the jacket – no more fiddling!

  Reel section gusseted to accommodate all big pit 
models

  Hanging loop at top

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 100% Polyurethane, 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 10ft: 165cm x 24cm, 12ft: 192cm x 24cm, 
13ft: 210cm x 24cm

R-SERIES QUIVER & 3 SLEEVES 

*RRP

CLU364 5 Rod Quiver  & 3 Sleeves 12ft  £119.99 

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Supplied with 3x 12ft Single Rod Jackets, which offer 
padded protection to your rods and reels 

  Internal compartment will hold a 60ins brolly or brolly 
system 

  Capacity to hold 5 Rod Sleeves 

  Double zipped for ease of access

  Removable strap for use on barrows

  Three external pockets to house net pole, banksticks, 
landing net and storm poles

  Compression straps hold rod sleeves securely

  All sleeves can be secured by clips individually 

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 5% Polyethylene  95% Polyurethane, 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 198cm x 24cm

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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R-SERIES LUGGAGE

R-SERIES CARRYALL MEDIUM 

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  56l capacity

  Perfect for storing multitude of tackle items

  Removable shoulder strap

  Reinforced EVA grab handles

  Three external pockets: 
Front pocket holds a large Single F Box
Two side pockets house either one large or two 
medium accessory bags

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Padding/filling: 100% 
Polyethylene, Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 50cm x 30cm x 30cm 

R-SERIES CARRYALL LARGE 

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  80l capacity

  Perfect for storing multitude of tackle items

  Removable shoulder strap

  Reinforced EVA grab handles

  Three external pockets: 
Front pocket houses a large Double F Box and a 
medium accessory bag
 Two side pockets each hold one large and one medium 
accessory bag

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Padding/filling: 100% 
Polyethylene, Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 61cm x 39cm x 30cm

R-SERIES CARRYALL XL

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  128l capacity

  Perfect for storing multitude of tackle items

  Removable shoulder strap

  Reinforced EVA grab handles

  Six external pockets:
- Front pocket holds a large, Double F Box and two 
accessory bags
- Two rear pockets each hold a large, Double F Box
- Large side pocket holds a large, Single F Box
- Small side pockets are stepped to allow easy access; 
the smaller houses two small accessory bags, the larger 
a medium accessory bag

  Main outer fabric 100% Polyester, Padding/Filling 100% 
Polyethylene, Lining 100% Polyester

  Dimensions 76cm x 44cm x 37cm *RRP

CLU367 Carryall XL  £59.99 

NEW

*RRP

CLU365 Carryall Medium  £39.99 

*RRP

CLU366 Carryall Large  £49.99 
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R-SERIES LUGGAGE

NEW

R-SERIES BARROW BAGS STANDARD & XL

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Moulded base and lid

  Perfect for storing multitude of tackle items

  2x external side pockets for storing tackle essentials

  Standard - 1x external central pocket for tackle box 
storage

  XL - 2x external front pockets for tackle box and 
additional storage

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  Removable, padded shoulder strap

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Padding/filling: 
100% Polyethylene, Lining: 100% Polyester, Base: 100% 
Ethylene Vinyl Acetate Copo (EVA)

  Standard - Dimensions: 60cm x 38cm x 44cm

  XL - Dimensions: 82cm x 36cm x 44cm

*RRP

CLU368 Barrow Bag Standard  £69.99 

CLU369 Barrow bag XL  £89.99 

R-SERIES RUCKSACK

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  35-litre inner compartment 

  Perfect for the mobile or roving angler

  Front pocket fits Large F-Box tackle box

  Top pocket for accessories

  Two small side pockets for accessories

  Elasticated loops for holding banksticks

  Stiffened EVA grab handle

  Fully adjustable shoulder harness and waist strap

  Wipe clean, hard-wearing base

  Retaining straps for securing unhooking mat or 
lightweight chair

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Padding/filling: 80% 
Polyethylene 20% Polyurethane, Lining: 100% Polyester

  Main compartment dimensions: 35cm x 35cm x 22cm 

*RRP

CLU370 Rucksack  £49.99 

Front pockets hold tackle box

Stiffened EVA grab handles

BARROW BAG 
FEATURES
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*RRP

CLU372 Cooler Bag Large  £29.99 

CLU373 Cooler Bag Standard  £19.99 

NEW

R-SERIES 2 MAN FOOD COOLER BAG

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Central, thermally-insulated and easy clean 
main compartment with a 60:40 divider for 
compartmentalised food storage

  Two large padded and double-zipped external pockets 
for your stove, canned food and accessories

  Large front pocket opens into a fold out utensil store 
containing: 2x stainless steel knives, forks, spoons and 
teaspoons, 2x round green plates, 2x green mugs, 
1x corkscrew, 1x large screw top tubs, 2x small screw top 
tubs, 1x microfleece towel

  Internal recessed storage area for oil, ketchup and 
sauces, washing up liquid etc 

  Adjustable and removable shoulder strap

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Padding/filling: 100% 
Polyethylene, Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 55cm x 41cm x 38cm

*RRP

CLU371 2 Man Food Cooler Bag  £89.99 

R-SERIES 2 MAN DINNER SET

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Stiffened EVA handles

  Supplied with: 2x stainless steel knives, forks, spoons 
and teaspoons, 2x round green plates, 2x green mugs, 
1x Corkscrew, 1x large screw top tubs, 2x small screw 
top tubs, 1x microfleece towel

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Padding/filling: 100% 
Polyethylene, Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 28cm x 12cm x 28cm

*RRP

CLU374 2 Man Dinner Set  £39.99 

R-SERIES COOLER BAG
STANDARD & LARGE

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Thermally-insulated, wipe-clean lining

  Perfect for session storage of bait, food or drinks

  Stiffened EVA handles

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 100% Polyethylene, 
Lining: 100% Polyethylene Terephthalate

  Standard - Dimensions: 27cm x 25cm x 25.5cm

  Large - Dimensions: 37.5cm x 29cm x 25.5cm

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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R-SERIES LUGGAGE

NEW

R-SERIES REEL CASE

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Stiffened to give ultimate protection 

  Designed to accommodate reels of all sizes including 
big pit models

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 100% Polyethylene, 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 24cm x 10.5cm x 18cm

R-SERIES BEDCHAIR BAG

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Stiffened EVA handles

  Removable shoulder strap

  Perfect for storing R1, R2, Warrior 2, Flatliner and Flatliter 
MK2 bedchairs 

  Fits most other makes of standard-sized bedchair on 
the market

  Sized to allow space for a light sleeping bag and pillow

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 100% Polyethylene, 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 86cm x 25cm x 86cm

*RRP

CLU375 Bedchair Bag  £39.99 

R-SERIES 
OUTBOARD MOTOR BAG

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 
400 denier treated polyester fabric

  Designed to store and transport 
electric outboard motors

  Will house all Fox FX Pro models 

  Internal Velcro retaining strap to hold engine in place

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Two reinforced plastic handles on top of bag for easy 
carrying in and out of your vehicle 

  Side carry handle 

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 100% Polyethylene, 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 120cm x 47cm 

*RRP

CLU376 Outboard Motor Bag  £39.99 

R-SERIES BUZZ BAR BAG

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Designed to store 3-rod buzz bars with alarms and 
back rests in place 

  Well-padded bags to give ultimate protection to 
alarms and buzz bars

  Zipped mesh pocket to house hangers, small 
indicators plus a Black Label Compact Pod

  Velcro loops secure all buzz bars and prevent 
movement during transport

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Padding/filling: 
100% Polyethylene, Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 51cm x 6cm x 23cm

*RRP

CLU382 Buzz Bar Bag  £17.99 

*RRP

CLU384 Reel Case  £9.99 

Contents 
not included

Contents 
not included

Contents 
not included

Contents 
not included
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NEW

R-SERIES 
ACCESSORY BAG SMALL

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Ideal for storing rig essentials and other items such as 
head torch

  Designed to fit into the exterior pockets of the R-Series 
Rucksack, Carryalls and Barrow Bags 

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 100% Polyethylene, 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 16cm x 8cm x 10cm

R-SERIES 
ACCESSORY BAG MEDIUM

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Ideal for storing rig essentials, Impact Spods plus a host 
of other items

  Designed to fit into the exterior pockets of the Royale 
Rucksack, Carryalls and Bait Bag

  Zipped mesh pocket in lid

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 100% Polyethylene, 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 22cm x 8cm x 13cm

R-SERIES 
ACCESSORY BAG LARGE

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Ideal for storing rig essentials, marker floats, PVA 
dispensers plus other items

  Designed to fit into the exterior pockets of the Royale 
Rucksack, Carryalls and Bait Bag

  Zipped mesh pocket in lid

  Stiffened EVA grab handle 

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 100% Polyethylene, 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 26.5cm x 8cm x 17cm

R-SERIES LEAD & BITS BAG

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Versatile storage for leads, Method feeders and similar 
items

  Stiffened EVA grab handle on top

  Zipped mesh accessory pocket

  Two stiffened inserts with Velcro fastening for you to 
customise to your own requirements

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Padding/filling: 100% 
Polyethylene, Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 22cm x 8cm x 14cm

R-SERIES SPOOL CASE

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Designed to keep your spare spools in top condition 
when not in use

  Supplied with two foam dividers

  Will house big pit spools including spools for FX13 
reel

  Double zip with webbing bridge for ease of access

  Stiffened for extra protection

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/filling: 30% Polyethylene 70% Polyurethane, 
Lining: 100% Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

R-SERIES HOOKBAITS BAG

  New hard-wearing and water-resistant 400 denier 
treated polyester fabric

  Heavy-duty double 10mm zips ensure complete 
reliability

  Supplied with eight moulded watertight screw top 
hookbait tubs (4x large and 4x small)

  Designed for storage of hookbaits, dips and liquids

  Stiffened EVA grab handle on top

  Tinted PVC lid

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lid: 100% Polyvinyl 
Chloride (PVC), Padding/filling: 100% Polyethylene, 
Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 25cm x 12cm x 16cm

*RRP

CLU377 Accessory Bag Small  £9.99 

*RRP

CLU378 Accessory Bag Medium  £10.99 

*RRP

CLU379 Accessory Bag Large  £13.99 

*RRP

CLU380 Lead & Bits Bag  £14.99 

*RRP

CLU381 Hookbaits Bag & Pots  £19.99 
*RRP

CLU383 Spool Case  £10.99 

Contents 
not included

Contents 
not included

Contents 
not included

Contents 
not included

Contents 
not included

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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CAMOLITE™ LUGGAGE

CAMOLITE™ 
3 UP 2 DOWN ROD HOLDALL

CAMOLITE™ 
TRI-SLEEVE 

  Based on same award-winning design from 
FX luggage range

  Takes five made-up rods in total – three in one 
direction and two in the other

  Sculpted to accommodate big pit reels and 50mm 
butt rings

  Padded internal dividers

  External storage pockets for leads and rig bits

  Reinforced base

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  Reversible, padded shoulder strap

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 70% Polyethylene 30% Polyurethane

  Dimensions: H 198cm x W 40cm x D 30cm

  Available in three sizes: 10ft, 12ft and new 13ft option

  Designed to store three made-up rods

  Sculpted to accommodate big pit reels and 
50mm butt rings

  Padded internal dividers

  Reinforced base

  External storage pockets for leads and rig bits

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  Reversible, padded shoulder strap

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 60% Polyethylene 
and 40% Polyurethane

  Dimensions: 
10ft: H 165cm x W 38cm x D 30cm
12ft: H 192cm x W 38cm x D 30cm
13ft: H 208cm x W 38cm x D 30cm

*RRP

CLU288 Camolite 3 up 2 Down 12ft  £149.99 

*RRP

CLU286 Camolite Tri-Sleeve 10ft  £99.99 

CLU287 Camolite Tri-Sleeve 12ft  £119.99 

CLU297 Camolite Tri-Sleeve 13ft  £134.99 

  Unique Fox Camo pattern

  Solid end to protect rod tips

  Top 8cm contains reinforced padding

  Velcro securing strap fits under the butt eye

  Extra-long to accommodate most butt eye 
positioning

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester

CAMOLITE™ 
XL TIP PROTECTOR

*RRP

CLU309 Camolite XL Tip Protector  £9.99 

Handy storage pockets on Rod Holdall 
and Tri Sleeve

Stiffened EVA grab handles

FEATURES

Reversible shoulder straps

Top quality buckles and clips
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CAMOLITE™ 
SINGLE ROD JACKETS 

CAMOLITE™ 
BROLLY CARRYALL 

  Available in 10ft, 12ft and 13ft

  Designed to store one made-up rod

  Sculpted to accommodate big pit reels and 
50mm butt rings

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethane

  Dimensions: 
10ft: H 168cm x W 24cm
12ft: H 198cm x W 24cm
13ft: H 210cm x W 24cm

  Ideal for use with Royale and Ultra 60 brolly ranges 

  Camolite Tri Sleeve, 3 Up 2 Down or Single Jackets can 
fit in outside pocket and strap to outside of carryall

  Moulded base and top

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  Reversible, padded shoulder strap

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyethylene
Base: 100% Ethylene Vinyl Acetate Copo (EVA)

  Dimensions: H 178cm x W 22cm x D 25cm

*RRP

CLU290 Camolite Single Rod Jacket 10ft  £34.99 

CLU291 Camolite Single Rod Jacket 12ft  £35.99 

CLU292 Camolite Single Rod Jacket 13ft  £37.99 

*RRP

 CLU289 Camolite Brolly Carryall  £59.99 

  Unique Fox Camo pattern 

  Quilted padding to protect your reels 
in transit

  Rod-tip protectors are joined by 
heavy-duty elastic to fit all rods from 
10ft to 13ft

  Zipped lead pocket

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester

CAMOLITE™ 
ROD & REEL 
PROTECTOR

*RRP

CLU320 Rod & Reel Protector  £21.99 

CAMOLITE™ 
LARGE SPOOL CASE 

  Unique Fox Camo pattern 

  Stiffened along entire length for full crush protection

  Double zip with webbing bridge for ease of opening

  Wipe-clean liner to keep grit and 
debris out of your spools

  Supplied with three foam dividers

  Holds four big pit spools

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester

*RRP

CLU308 Camo Large Spool Case  £16.99 

Rod not
included

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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CAMOLITE™ LUGGAGE

CAMOLITE™ 17LTR & 10LTR BUCKET CARRYALLS

  Designed to work with 10L or 17L Fox Camo Bucket 
(available to purchase separately, see below)

  Bucket simply slides into central section to create a 
unique carryall

  Perfect for the mobile angler that likes to go stalking, 
surface fishing etc.

  Two  external side pockets for storing essential 
accessories – one of which is insulated making it ideal 
for keeping food or bait fresh

  Front pocket accommodates a large Fox tackle box

  Elasticated loop for storage of catapult or throwing stick

  Padded, wipe clean flap that creates a seat

  Padded, removable shoulder strap

  High quality heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethane
Base: 100% (PVC) Polyvinyl chloride

  10L Dimensions: 37cm x 32cm x 24cm

  17L Dimensions: 39cm x 32cm x31cm

*RRP

CLU305 Camolite 10L Bucket Carryall  £39.99 

CLU306 Camolite 17L Bucket Carryall  £44.99 

CAMOLITE™ 5LTR, 10LTR 
& 17LTR SQUARE BUCKETS

  Available in 5L, 10L and 17L

  Perfect for spod mixes, maggots and groundbaits

  Square design makes them much more barrow-
friendly than a more conventional round bucket

  Easier to stack and also easier to store in your car

  Extra strong metal handle 

*RRP

CBT005 Camo Square Bucket 5L  £5.99 

CBT006 Camo Square Bucket 10L  £7.99 

CBT007 Camo Square Bucket 17L  £9.99 

CAMOLITE™ BAIT DRY BAG MEDIUM & LARGE

  Dual-purpose bait bag

  Integrated ‘drop down’ air-dry mesh 
released by single zip

  Medium - Designed to fit in the front mesh 
pockets of all Explorer barrow models 

  Perfect for air-drying boilies 
when on longer sessions

  Polyester carry handles 
with Heavy-duty clips

  Unique Fox Camo print 

  Heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated polyester 500 denier

  Medium Dimensions: 
25cm x 20cm x 14.5cm

  Large Dimensions: 
36cm x 32cm x 29cm

‘Drop down’ air dry mesh 

Medium works with Explorer Barrow

FEATURES

*RRP

CLU387 Bait Dry Bag Medium  £18.99 

CLU388 Bait Dry Bag Large  £23.99 
Contents 
not included

NEW
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CAMOLITE™ BOILIE BUM BAGS STANDARD & LARGE

  Unique Fox Camo pattern

  Double heavy-duty zips

  Mesh fabric allows bag to double up as an air dry bag

  Elasticated belt loop for holding catapult/throwing stick

  Adjustable waist strap can also be 
used to hang on branches etc.

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester

  Two sizes available: Standard (holds 2.5kg approx.) 
and Large (holds 6kg approx.)

Can be worn as a bumbag for easy 
‘hands-free’ baiting up 

FEATURES

CAMOLITE™ AIR DRY 
BAGS MEDIUM & LARGE

  Supplied with free hookbait bag

  Perfect for air-drying boilies 
when on longer sessions

  Reinforced carry/hanging handles 

  Unique Fox Camo print 

  Heavy-duty zips

  100%-treated polyester 500 denier

  Medium Dimensions: 30cm x 38cm

  Large Dimensions: 48cm x 51cm

*RRP

CLU385 Air Dry Bag Medium  £12.99 

CLU386 Air Dry BagLarge  £14.99 

CAMOLITE™ CHAIR BAG

  Unique Fox Camo pattern 

  Stiffened EVA handles

  Double heavy-duty zips

  Padded removable shoulder strap

  Ideal for storing all Fox chairs

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester

*RRP

CLU317 Boilie Bum Bag Standard  £14.99 

CLU318 Boilie Bum Bag Large  £16.99
Contents 
not included

*RRP

CLU313 Camo Chair Bag  £39.99

NEW

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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CAMOLITE™ LUGGAGE

CAMOLITE™ 
BARROW BAG 

  Perfect for use with Explorer Barrow with retaining 
panel on rear designed for fixing bag to Explorer 
Barrow

  Perfect for storing tackle, bait and clothing

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  Removable, padded 3D shoulder strap

  External and internal mesh pockets

  Two external zipped pockets for extra storage

  Gusseted front hatch for easy access 
to tackle box and essentials

  Reinforced base and lid

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier 
polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyethylene
Base: 100% Ethylene Vinyl Acetate Copo (EVA)

  Dimensions: 57cm x 31cm x 35cm

*RRP

CLU285 Camolite Barrow Bag  £99.99 

CAMOLITE™ LOW LEVEL CARRYALL  

  Low profile carryall that can be stored 
under your bedchair

  Designed to work in conjunction with Explorer Barrow 
– retaining panel on rear allows carryall to be fixed to 
front bar of Explorer Barrow

  Two external side storage pockets – ideal 
for accessories such as PVA bags

  Zipped mesh storage pockets on 
outside side pockets

  Top pocket designed for storage of 
large Fox tackle box

  Main compartment perfect for storing 
host of tackleitems including smaller 
Camolite Accessory Bags

  Reinforced moulded base

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  Padded, removable shoulder strap

  High quality heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyethylene
Base: 100% Ethylene Vinyl Acetate Copo (EVA)

  Dimensions: 54cm x 29cm x26cm

*RRP

CLU298 Camolite Low Level Carryall  £69.99 

CAMOLITE™ 
LOW LEVEL COOLBAG  

  Low profile carryall that can be stored under your 
bedchair

  Designed to work in conjunction with Explorer Barrow 
– retaining panel on rear allows carryall to be fixed to 
front bar of Explorer Barrow

  Main compartment is insulated with an removable/
adjustable divider – perfect for storing bait and/or food  
and keeping it fresh

  Top pocket also insulated with a removable/adjustable 
divider - again perfect for food and/or bait and keeping 
it fresh

  Reinforced moulded base

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  Padded, removable shoulder strap

  High quality heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyethylene Terephthalate
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyethylene
Base: 100% Ethylene Vinyl Acetate Copo (EVA)

  Dimensions: 39cm x 29cm x27cm

*RRP

CLU299 Camolite Low Level Coolbag  £84.99 

Insulated compartment with removable/ 
adjustable divider

Retaining panel allows carryall to be 
fixed to front of Explorer Barrow

LOW LEVEL 
COOLBAG 
FEATURES

Contents 
not included
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*RRP

CLU285 Camolite Barrow Bag  £99.99 

CAMOLITE™ RUCKALL

  Unique design that combines the benefits of a 
rucksack and carryall in one

  Padded, 3D non-slip shoulder straps and a padded 
back section make Ruckall very comfortable to carry

  Padded back becomes lid  when Ruckall is placed on 
the ground

  Reinforced moulded base

  One side features a full length external storage pocket 
whilst the other features two smaller external storage 
pocket – all of which are perfect for storing a variety of 
accessories

  Two removable straps allow a chair and/or 
unhooking mat to be attached to the Ruckall 
for hands-free carrying 

  Elasticated pocket inside lid for storage of tackle box

  Low profile allows for easy storage under your bedchair  

  High quality heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester
Base: 100% Ethylene Vinyl Acetate Copo (EVA)

  Dimensions: 50cm x 43cm x 27cm

*RRP

CLU307 Camolite Ruckall  £99.99 

CAMOLITE™ COOLBAG  

  Features top quality thermal lining

  Available in two sizes – Standard and Large

  Ideal for storing items such as bait and food

  Designed to fit perfectly inside the central 
Under Barrow Bag on the Explorer barrow

  Side handles make them easy to remove from central 
Under Barrow Bag on Explorer barrow

  8mm heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyethylene Terephthalate
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyethylene

  Dimensions:
Standard – L 39cm x W 18cm x H 15cm
Large  – L 40cm x W 30cm x H 20cm

*RRP

CLU282 Camolite Coolbag Large  £27.99 

CLU283 Camolite Coolbag Standard  £22.99 

CAMOLITE™ 
STANDARD STORAGE BAG 

  Ideal for storing items such as stove, gas canisters 
and cookware

  Designed to fit perfect inside the central Under Barrow 
Bag on the Explorer barrow

  Side handles make them easy to remove from central 
Under Barrow Bag on Explorer barrow

  8mm heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyethylene

  Dimensions: 39cm x 15cm x 18cm *RRP

CLU284 Camolite Standard Storage Bag  £18.99 

CAMOLITE™ 
BREW KIT BAG

  Designed using the same dimensions as 
Camolite Standard Storage Bag ensuring 
compatibility with both Explorer Barrow models

  Features stiffened Velcro internal divider

  Supplied with 2x Voyager ceramic mugs, 2x large 
& 2x small khaki storage screw-top pots (ideal for 
tea, sugar and coffee) and 1x stainless teaspoon

  Also comes supplied with a 250ml Fox-branded 
aluminium bottle with accompanying thermally 
insulated bag (ideal for storing milk in) 

  Additional internal storage to fit 
kettle, stove and gas canister 

  Side and top grab handles

  Heavy-duty double zips 

  100%-treated polyester 500 denier material 
featuring unique Fox Camo pattern

  Dimensions: 39cm x 15cm x 18cm

*RRP

CLU323 Brew Kit Bag  £39.99 

NEW

Padded 3D shoulder straps

Tackle box fits inside elasticated pocket

FEATURES

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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CAMOLITE™ 
BUZZ BAR BAG 

  One side is designed to store most 3-rod buzz bars with 
alarms and back rests attached

  Other side houses two internal zipped pockets that are 
perfect for storing bite indicators, snag ears, receiver etc

  Padded central divider offers protection to buzz bars 
and alarms in transit

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  High quality heavy-duty double zips

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyethylene

*RRP

CLU300 Camo Buzz Bar Bag  £24.99

CAMOLITE™ GLUG 6 & 8 POT CASE

  Unique Fox Camo pattern 

  Double heavy-duty zips

  8 Pot Case inc. 4 full size hookbait pots 
& 4 half size hookbait pots

  6 Pot Case inc. 2 full size hookbait pots 
& 4 half size hookbait pots

  Padded dividers

  Tinted PVC lid for easy contents identification

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester

*RRP

CLU310 Camolite Glug 8 Pot Case  £25.99 

CLU311 Camolite Glug 6 Pot Case  £20.99 

CAMOLITE™ PILLOWS   

  Dual sided

  Micro-fleece on one side to keep you warm in 
winter 

  Soft cotton on the other side to keep you cool in 
summer

  Removable cover can be cleaned

  Two sizes available: Standard and XL

*RRP

CLU314 Camolite Standard Pillow   £17.99 

CLU315 Camolite XL Pillow   £22.99 

CAMOLITE™ 
LEAD AND BITS BAG 

  Unique Fox Camo pattern 

  Double heavy-duty zips

  Solid insert to prevent buckling

  Stiffened-EVA handle

  Tinted PVC lid for easy contents identification

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester *RRP

CLU312 Camolite Lead & Bits Bag  £25.99 

*RRP

CLU316 Camolite Hot Water Bottle  £14.99 

CAMOLITE™ 
HOT WATER BOTTLE

  Fleece and cotton combo 

  Unique Fox Camo pattern

  Neoprene-lined to retain heat for longer

  Water bottle supplied

CAMOLITE™ LUGGAGE
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*RRP

CLU316 Camolite Hot Water Bottle  £14.99 

CAMOLITE™ ACCESSORY BAG LARGE

CAMOLITE™ ACCESSORY BAG MEDIUM

CAMOLITE™ ACCESSORY BAG SLIM

CAMOLITE™ ACCESSORY BAG SMALL

  Perfect for storing accessories such as PVA, 
Edges end tackle, Zig and floater fishing items etc

  Clear lid allows for easy identification of contents

  Low profile grab handle

  High quality Heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 70% Polyester, 
30% PVC. Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 16cm x 9.5cm x 27cm

  Perfect for storing accessories such as line, 
Edges end tackle, tools etc

  Clear lid allows for easy identification of contents

  Low profile grab handle

  High quality heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 70% Polyester, 
30% PVC. Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 13cm x 9.5cm x 16.5cm

  Perfect for storing accessories such as Zig floats, 
Impact Spods and Edges end tackle

  Clear lid allows for easy identification of contents

  Low profile grab handle

  High quality heavy-duty double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 70% Polyester, 
30% PVC. Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 9.5cm x 9.5cm x 27cm

  Perfect for storing accessories such as rig tools, 
Edges end tackle and leads

  Clear lid allows for easy identification of contents

  Low profile grab handle

  High quality heavy double zips

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester material

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Main outer fabric: 70% Polyester, 
30% PVC. Lining: 100% Polyester

  Dimensions: 8.5cm x 9.5cm x 13cm

*RRP

CLU303 Camolite Accessory Bag Large  £14.99 

*RRP

CLU302 Camolite Accessory Bag Medium  £12.99 

*RRP

CLU304 Camolite Accessory Bag Slim  £14.99 

Large perfect for items like PVA and 
Impact Spods

Slim ideal for items like Zig and 
Marker Floats

FEATURES

Medium suited to a variety of products

Small ideal for storing your chosen leads

*RRP

CLU301 Camolite Accessory Bag Small  £8.99 

CAMOLITE™ 
ACCESSORY BAG MINI

  Unique Fox Camo pattern

  Double heavy-duty zips

  2 adjustable internal dividers

  Tinted PVC lid with storage wallet

  Ideal as a baiting-up pouch holding all required 
preventing the need to take out your tackle box

  100%-treated 500 denier polyester

  Dimensions: 8cm x 7.5cm x 13cm

*RRP

CLU319 Camolite Accessory Bag Mini  £8.49 

NEW

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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VOYAGER® LUGGAGE

VOYAGER®

3+3 ROD CASE 12FT

  Unique design to maximise rod and reel storage space

  Designed to accommodate up to six made-up rods 
with reels

  Will comfortably fit 50mm K-Series guides and large, big 
pit reels such as FX13

  Sculpted fit to reduce bulk

  Reinforced PU board in all key areas including reel and 
guide sections

  Rods fit into the case with the reel and guides facing 
downwards

  Rod butt end slots into the padded hoods at each end 
whilst the tip end is secured in place by Velcro strap

  Three internal padded dividers – two rods fit into each 
section with (one rod pointing up and one rod pointing 
down)

  Three external storage pockets for holding items such 
as spods, marker floats, leads and essential rig bits

  Large external pocket with full-length zip for storing 
landing net, banksticks and marker sticks

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 197cm x W 37cm x D 21cm

*RRP

CLU330 Voyager 13ft 3+3 Rod Case  £159.99 

Hydratec fabric 

Handy storage pockets on all 12ft and 
13ft Rod Cases

FEATURES

Padded protection at both ends of 
rod

Heavy-duty 10mm zips

Reversible shoulder straps

VOYAGER®

3+3 ROD CASE 13FT

  Unique design to maximise rod and reel storage space

  Designed to accommodate up to six made-up rods 
with reels

  Will comfortably fit 50mm K-Series guides and large, big 
pit reels such as FX13

  Sculpted fit to reduce bulk

  Reinforced PU board in all key areas including reel and 
guide sections

  Rods fit into the case with the reel and guides facing 
downwards

  Rod butt end slots into the padded hoods at each end 
whilst the tip end is secured in place by Velcro strap

  Three internal padded dividers – two rods fit into each 
section with (one rod pointing up and one rod pointing 
down)

  Three external storage pockets for holding items such 
as spods, marker floats, leads and essential rig bits

  Large external pocket with full-length zip for storing 
landing net, banksticks and marker sticks

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 214cm x W 37cm x D 21cm

*RRP

CLU329 Voyager 12ft 3+3 Rod Case  £149.99 
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VOYAGER®

2+2 ROD CASE 12FT, 13FT

  Unique design to maximise rod and reel storage space

  Designed to accommodate up to four made-up rods 
with reels

  Will comfortably fit 50mm K-Series guides and large, big 
pit reels such as FX13

  Sculpted fit to reduce bulk

  Reinforced PU board in all key areas including reel and 
guide sections

  Rods fit into the case with the reel and guides facing 
downwards

  Rod butt end slots into the padded hoods at each end 
whilst the tip end is secured in place by Velcro strap

  Two internal padded dividers – two rods fit into each 
section with (one rod pointing up and one rod pointing 
down)

  Three external storage pockets for holding items such 
as spods, marker floats, leads and essential rig bits

  Large external pocket with full-length zip for storing 
landing net, banksticks and marker sticks

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Hydratec water-resistant fabric (100%-treated 1050 
denier polyester)

  12ft Dimensions: H 197cm x W 25cm x D 21cm

  13ft Dimensions: H 214cm x W 25cm x D 21cm

*RRP

CLU327 Voyager 12ft 2+2 Rod Case  £129.99 

CLU328 Voyager 13ft 2+2 Rod Case  £139.99 

VOYAGER®

TRI SLEEVE 12FT

  Designed to store three made-up rods

  Sculpted to accommodate big pit reels, 50mm 
butt rings and K-Series guides 

  Padded internal dividers

  Reinforced base

  External storage pockets for leads and rig bits

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  Reversible, padded shoulder strap

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 192cm x W 38cm 

*RRP

CLU332 Voyager Tri Sleeve 12ft £99.99

VOYAGER®

2+2 ROD CASE 10FT

  Unique design to maximise rod and reel storage space

  Designed to accommodate up to four made-up 10ft 
rods with reels

  Will comfortably fit 50mm K-Series guides and large, 
big pit reels such as FX13

  Sculpted fit to reduce bulk

  Reinforced PU board in all key areas including reel and 
guide sections

  Rods fit into the case with the reel and guides facing 
downwards

  Rod butt end slots into the padded hoods at each end 
whilst the tip end is secured in place by Velcro strap and 
then protected by a Velcro-secured flap

  Two internal padded dividers – two rods fit into each 
section with (one rod pointing up and one rod pointing 
down) 

  Large external pocket with full-length zip for storing 
landing net, banksticks and marker sticks

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 166cm x W 25cm x D 21cm

*RRP

CLU331 Voyager 10ft 2+2 Rod Case  £89.99 

12FT

13FT

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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VOYAGER® 
ROD SLEEVE 10FT, 12FT, 13FT 

  Available in 10ft, 12ft and 13ft

  Designed to store one made-up rod

  Sculpted to accommodate big pit reels, 50mm butt 
rings and K-Series guides

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions:  
10ft: H 168cm x W 24cm
12ft: H 198cm x W 24cm 
13ft: H 210cm x W 24cm

*RRP

CLU333 Voyager Rod Sleeve 10ft £31.99

CLU334 Voyager Rod Sleeve 12ft £34.99

CLU335 Voyager Rod Sleeve 13ft £36.99

13FT

12FT

10FT

VOYAGER® 
BROLLY CARRYALL

  Ideal for use with Royale and Ultra Brolly ranges 

  Voyager Tri Sleeve and Single Jackets can fit in outside 
pocket and strap to outside of carryall

  Moulded base and top

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  Reversible, padded shoulder strap

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 197cm x W 20cm 

*RRP

CLU336 Voyager Brolly Carryall £44.99

VOYAGER® 
ACCESSORY BAG SMALL

  Ideal for storing essential items such a rig bits, leads, 
lighters and head torch

  Tinted clear lid

  Polyester webbing grab handle

  10mm heavy-duty zip

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 9cm x W 13cm x D 8cm

VOYAGER® 
ACCESSORY BAG MEDIUM

  Ideal for storing essential items such a rig bits, leads, 
scissors, PVA bags, lighters and head torch

  Tinted clear lid

  Polyester webbing grab handle

  10mm heavy-duty zip

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 9cm x W 16cm x D 13cm

VOYAGER® 
ACCESSORY BAG LARGE

  Ideal for storing essential items such as PVA 
dispensers, Impact Spods, rig bits, leads, Zig Floats, 
lighters and head torch

  Tinted clear lid

  Polyester webbing grab handle

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 10cm x W 27cm x D 17cm

*RRP

CLU346 Voyager Accessory Bag S £8.99

*RRP

CLU347 Voyager Accessory Bag M £11.99

*RRP

CLU348 Voyager Accessory Bag L £13.99

VOYAGER® LUGGAGE
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VOYAGER® 
COMPACT BARROW BAG 

  Perfect for storing tackle, bait and clothing

  Adjustable internal divider for keeping tackle box 
separate to main compartment but maintaining quick 
access via gusseted front hatch

  Perfect for use with Explorer and 
Explorer Deluxe barrows 

  Adjustable retaining panel on rear with Velcro fastening 
to make attaching to front bar of both Explorer barrow 
models very easy   

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  Removable, padded 3D shoulder strap

  External and internal mesh pockets

  Two external zipped pockets for extra storage

  Reinforced base and lid

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions:  H 35cm x W 57cm x D 31cm

VOYAGER® 
BARROW BAG 

  Designed to fit most barrows on the market maximising 
storage space both in your swim and in transit

  Massive main compartment capacity

  Four exterior pockets: 2 x front pockets (biggest one 
holds large double F Box, smaller one ideal for accessory 
bags), 2 x side pockets ideal for tackle essentials

  Side pockets each have external Velcro–fastened 
meshed pouches  

  Moulded base and lid

  PU boards inside give a totally rigid body

  EVA grab handles on both sides for easy 
lifting and loading

  Removable, padded 3D shoulder strap

  Three zipped mesh pockets inside lid 
provide extra storage room

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 39cm x W 79cm x D 49cm

*RRP

CLU338 Voyager Barrow Bag £129.99

*RRP

CLU340 Voyager Compact Barrow Bag £84.99

Many items feature moulded bases

Heavy-duty buckles and clips

FEATURES

Compact Barrow Bag works with 
Explorer Barrow 

VOYAGER® RUCKALL 

  Unique design that combines the benefits of a 
rucksack and carryall in one

  Padded, 3D non-slip shoulder straps and a padded back 
section make Ruckall very comfortable to carry

  Padded back becomes lid when Ruckall is placed on 
the ground

  Reinforced moulded base

  One side features a full-length external storage pocket 
whilst the other features two smaller external storage 
pockets – all of which are perfect for storing a variety of 
accessories

  Two removable straps allow a chair and/or unhooking 
mat to be attached to the Ruckall for hands-free 
carrying 

  Elasticated pocket inside lid for storage of tackle box

  Low profile allows for easy storage 
under your bedchair 

  High-quality heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 35cm x W 57cm x D 31cm

VOYAGER® 
LARGE CARRYALL 

  Designed to house all of your essential tackle items 
such as tackle box, weighing scales, head torch, PVA, 
hookbaits, spare clothes, baiting tools etc

  Moulded base

  Four external pockets: 2 x side pockets, pocket on 
lid plus front pocket (will hold large double F Box)

  Side pockets each have external Velcro–fastened 
meshed pouches  

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  Stiffened-EVA grab handles

  Removable, padded 3D shoulder strap

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 43.5cm x W 64cm x D 40cm

*RRP

CLU343 Voyager Ruckall £84.99

*RRP

CLU337 Voyager Large Carryall £79.99
Contents 
not included

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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VOYAGER® 
LOW LEVEL CARRYALL 

  Low profile carryall that can be stored 
under your bedchair

  Designed to work in conjunction with 
Explorer and Deluxe Explorer barrows 

  Adjustable retaining panel on rear with Velcro 
fastening to make attaching to front bar of both 
Explorer barrow models very easy   

  Two external side storage pockets - ideal for accessories 
such as PVA etc

  Zipped mesh storage pockets on outside side pockets

  Top pocket designed for storage of large Fox tackle box

  Main compartment perfect for storing host of tackle 
items including smaller accessory bags

  Reinforced moulded base 

  EVA grab handles 

  Removable, padded 3D shoulder strap

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 26cm x W 54cm x D 29cm

*RRP

CLU341 Voyager Low Level Carryall £64.99

VOYAGER® 
LOW LEVEL COOLER

  Low profile insulated carryall that can be stored under 
your bedchair

  Designed to work in conjunction with Explorer and 
Deluxe Explorer barrows 

  Adjustable retaining panel on rear with Velcro fastening 
to make attaching to front bar of both Explorer barrow 
models very easy   

  Will also fit perfectly inside the central Under Barrow 
Bag on the Explorer and Explorer Deluxe barrows

  Insulated with 2 x removable/adjustable dividers – 
perfect for storing bait and/or food and keeping it fresh 

  Front and side handles makes it easy to remove from 
central Under Barrow Bag on Explorer barrows and from 
underneath your bedchair

  Reinforced moulded base 

  EVA grab handles 

  Removable, padded 3D shoulder strap

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 15cm x W 54cm x D 29cm

*RRP

CLU342 Voyager Low Level Cooler £74.99

VOYAGER® LARGE COOLER

  Features top quality thermal lining

  Ideal for storing items such as bait and food that need 
to be kept fresh

  Removable internal divider 

  Internal mesh storage pocket

  Designed to fit perfectly inside the central Under 
Barrow Bag on the Explorer Barrow and Explorer Deluxe 
barrow (with shelf removed)

  Side handle makes it easy to remove from central Under 
Barrow Bag on Explorer barrows and from underneath 
your bedchair

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 30cm x W 40cm x D 20cm *RRP

CLU326 Voyager Large Cooler £34.99

VOYAGER® LUGGAGE

VOYAGER® 
GADGETS SAFE

  Unique design for storing ‘gadget’ items such as 
small power packs, iPad, chargers, head torch etc

  Access port on side for easy access to power pack for 
charging phones, head torch etc

  Mesh side pocket on top for holding phone 
when being charged

  High-quality heavy-duty double zips

  EVA grab handle

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 9cm x W 30cm x D 23cm

*RRP

CLU344 Voyager Gadgets Safe £24.99

Water-resistant Hydratec fabric 

Low Level bags fit under bedchair

FEATURES

Large Cooler is insulated and features 
divider

Contents 
not included
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VOYAGER® COOLER BAG

  Features top-quality thermal lining

  Ideal for storing items such as bait and food that 
need to be kept fresh

  Designed to fit perfectly inside the central Under 
Barrow Bag on the Explorer and Explorer Deluxe 
barrows

  Side handle makes it easy to remove from central 
Under Barrow Bag on Explorer barrows and from 
underneath your bedchair

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 15cm x W 39cm x D 18cm

*RRP

CLU325 Voyager Cooler Bag £24.99

VOYAGER® STORAGE BAG

  Ideal for storing items such as stove, gas canisters 
and cookware

  Designed to fit perfectly inside the central Under 
Barrow Bag on the Explorer and Explorer Deluxe 
barrows

  Side handle makes it easy to remove from central 
Under Barrow Bag on Explorer barrows and from 
underneath your bedchair

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 15cm x W 39cm x D 18cm

*RRP

CLU324 Voyager Storage Bag £19.99

VOYAGER® 2 MAN COOLER

  Perfect for storing food and helping to keep it fresh 

  Supplied with 2 x square plates, 2 x ceramic mugs, 
2 x knives, 2 x forks, 2 x tablespoons, 1 x teaspoon, 
1 x corkscrew/bottle opener, 1 x chopping board, 
4 x storage pots (2 x large and 2 x small) all of which 
are stored in the lid section

  Thermally-lined, wipe-clean main compartment with 
a thermal zip baffle to prevent heat loss

  Two thermally-lined side pockets with 
thermal zip baffles

  Moulded base and lid

  EVA grab handles 

  Removable, padded 3D shoulder strap

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

  Dimensions: H 46cm x W 55cm x D 32cm

*RRP

CLU339 Voyager 2 Man Cooler £129.99

VOYAGER® BED BAG

  Designed to fit all sizes of Fox bedchair and most 
others on the market

  Roll down top with fastening buckles allows bag to fit 
various sizes of bedchair 

  ¾ length zips make it easy to insert and take 
out bedchairs 

  EVA grab handles 

  Removable, padded 3D shoulder strap

  10mm heavy-duty double zips

  New Hydratec water-resistant fabric 
(100%-treated 1050 denier polyester)

*RRP

CLU345 Voyager Bed Bag £59.99

Contents 
not included

Contents 
not included

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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AQUOS® EVA BAGS

  Waterproof EVA construction with welded 
seams to prevent water ingress 

  Oversized lid 

  Heavy-duty double zips 

  Polyester webbing handles with EVA comfort grip 

  Scuff pads on base

  Ideal for boat users who want to keep tackle items dry 

  Can also be used for holding bait/spod mixes or wet 
items such as sacks, clothes, waders (30l only) etc

  Dimensions: 
20l - 37cm x 26cm x 27cm
30l - 40cm x 26cm x 30cm

*RRP

CLU321 Aquos EVA Bag 20L  £20.99 

CLU322 Aquos EVA Bag 30L  £24.99 

Waterproof EVA construction with 
welded seams to prevent water ingress

Polyester webbing handles with EVA 
comfort grip

LUGGAGE

  Neoprene protectors that tip and butt sections slot into 
for secure transportation

  Wider protector for butt grip, whilst narrower one goes 
at tip end 

  Velcro fastening to secure protectors in place

*RRP

CAC553 Tip & Butt Protectors  £8.99 

  Handy bands for securing two halves of rod together 

  Bands simply wrap around rods and Velcro in place

  Also enables you to secure the lead in place when 
packing rods away with lead still attached, so it doesn’t 
swing around and damage rod blank

*RRP

CAC552 Rod & Lead Bands  £6.99 

FEATURES

Scuff pads on base

TIP & BUTT PROTECTORS ROD & LEAD BANDS
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NEOPRENE

CAMO TIP AND BUTT PROTECTORS 

  Unique Fox Camo print Neoprene protectors that tip 
and butt sections slot into for secure transportation

  Wider protector for the butt grip, whilst 
narrower ones goes at tip end

  Velcro fastening to secure protectors in place

CAMO 
COOKSET BAG 

  Neoprene case for storing Fox Cooksets 
that features unique Fox Camo print 

  Designed to accommodate standard 
3-piece or larger 4-piece Fox Cooksets

  8mm heavy-duty double zip

  Stiffened-EVA grab handle

CAMO 
GAS CANISTER CASE 

  Unique Camo Neoprene main body

  Hard-wearing Zipped base for easy 
insertion of gas canister

  Two elasticated retaining loops, one 
for lighter and one for spoon

  Will fit most 500g canisters

CAMO REEL CASE 

  Neoprene case for protecting reel in transit 
that features unique Fox Camo print 

  Velcro fastening to secure case around rod and reel

  Featuring a single-zipped lead pocket

*RRP

CLU391 Camo Neoprene Gas Cannister Cover  £10.99 

*RRP

CLU392 Camo Neoprene Cookset Bag  £13.99 

*RRP

CLU389 Camo Neoprene Tipp & Butt Protectors  £9.99 

*RRP

CLU393 Camo Neoprene Reel Pouch  £15.99 

NEW

ROYALE® MUG 

  Carpy green plastic mugs that 
are perfect for hot drinks

  Features gold Fox head

*RRP

CLU252 Royale Mug  £3.25 

STAINLESS STEEL MUG

  Features our catchy slogan: Find 
‘em, Feed ‘em, Fox ‘em

  Designed to keep your hot drinks warmer for longer

  Easy to clean

*RRP

CLU254 Stainless Black XL 400ml Mug    £10.99 

CERAMIC SCENIC MUG

  Ceramic mug for hot drinks

  Features unique 'carpy' scenic print

*RRP

CLU394 Ceramic Scenic Mug £4.99

Contents 
not included

Contents 
not included

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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EXPLORER® BARROW DELUXE

  Based on same unique design as original Explorer 
barrow but with some added extras! 

  Designed to allow anglers to fish ‘off of the barrow’ 
making it ideal for short-session anglers that like to keep 
mobile, but also equally as good for anglers that need 
to carry those essential extras

  Main differences to standard Explorer: longer 
ergonomically-shaped, removable handles, wider 
compartments and mesh pockets either side of wheel for 
storing essentials such as water bottle, adjustable height 
on front barrow rack allowing 2 x Low Level bags or 
1 x Low Level and 1 x Compact Barrow Bag to be 
attached and supplied with a Voyager Under Barrow Bag 

  Voyager Under Barrow Bag features hard base to prevent 
sagging, a removable shelf to allow Storage Bags to be 
separated and side access zips to allow the contents of 
the bag to be accessed without unloading the barrow

  Another feature of the Voyager Under Barrow Bag is a 
zipped external pocket that houses a waterproof rain 
cover, which is styled in the Fox Camo pattern 

  Features extendable front barrow bag rack – this allows 
the Voyager or Camolite Compact Barrow Bags or Low 
Level Bags (all available separately) to sit right at the 
front of the barrow when using the barrow in ‘session 
mode’ and carrying a bedchair. However, when fishing 
day sessions without a bed, simply retract the front rack 
and turn the Barrow/Low Level Bags around so they face 
you. The design ensure the barrow remains balanced 
whether in short or long session mode

  Further features include robust, hi-tensile steel frame, 
quick-release wheel system with pneumatic tyre and 
swivelling mud feet with spiked bases

  Compact design and packs down very small for fitting 
in smallest of car boots

  Supplied with two Universal Barrow Straps that fit to 
barrow via looped attachments on frame

  Compatible with both the Voyager and Camolite 
luggage ranges

EXPLORER® BARROW

  Unique design makes it one of the most versatile carp 
barrows ever released

  Designed to allow anglers to fish ‘off of the barrow’ 
making it ideal for short-session anglers that like to 
move swims a lot

  Extendable front barrow bag rack – this allows the 
Camolite Barrow Bag (available separately) to sit right 
at the front of the barrow when using the barrow in 
‘session mode’ and carrying a bedchair. When fishing 
days without a bed, simply retract the front rack and 
turn the Barrow Bag round so it faces you. The design 
ensure the barrow remains balanced whether in short 
or long session mode

  Ergonomically-shaped removable handles

  Robust, hi-tensile steel frame that is built to last

  Quick-release wheel system with pneumatic tyre

  Swivelling mud feet with spiked bases

  Compact design and packs down very small for 
fitting in smallest of car boots

  Supplied with two FX Universal Barrow Straps that fit to 
barrow via looped attachments on frame

  Supplied with camo storage bag that simply drops in to 
the centre of the frame, which can then be loaded with 
tackle items including Camolite Storage Bags that are 
available separately

  Camo storage bag has side access points so contents 
can be taken out without unloading barrow

  Supplied with two mesh storage pockets 
(with side access) that sit either side of wheel 
for storing water bottle etc

  Compatible with our Camolite luggage range

*RRP

CTR012 Explorer Barrow  £189.99 

*RRP

CTR013 Explorer Deluxe Barrow  £199.99 

BARROWS

Mesh pockets feature side access and are 
ideal for water bottles

Deluxe Under Barrow Bag features shelf 

FEATURES

Extending front bar allows two bags 
to be attached

CAMO BARROW 
COVER

  Designed specifically for use with 
Fox Explorer Barrows, however, will 
fit most barrows on the market

  Unique Fox camo pattern

  5000mm Hydrostatic Head

  Fully-taped seams

  Elasticated hem 

*RRP

CTR014 Camo Barrow Cover  £24.99 

NEW
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ROYALE® CARP BARROW

  Packed with features that make it offer incredible value 
for money

  Extra wide design to fit all of your kit

  Quick and simple load length adjustment

  Quick release wheel system

  Compression strap attachment points on frame for use 
with FX Universal Barrow Straps

  Ergonomically-shaped handles

  Low profile

  Swivelling mud feet with spiked bases for extra stability

  Pneumatic tyre and wheel bearings

  Supplied with free under barrow bag

ROYALE® XT CARP BARROW

  Based on same design as standard Royale, but with 
addition of extending sides

  Extra-wide design to fit all of your kit

  Quick and simple load length adjustment

  Adjustable side support

  Quick release wheel system

  Compression strap attachment points on frame for use 
with FX Universal Barrow Straps

  Ergonomically-shaped handles

  Low profile

  Swivelling mud feet with spiked bases for extra stability

  Pneumatic tyre and wheel bearings

  Supplied with free under barrow bag

*RRP

CTR009 Royale Carp Barrow with Bag  £119.99 

*RRP

CTR010 Royale Carp Barrow XT with Bag  £139.99 

Compact when packed away

Supplied with pneumatic tyre

FEATURES

Welded loops for attaching 
FX Universal Barrow Straps

Ergonomically designed handles

*RRP

CTR014 Camo Barrow Cover  £24.99 

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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